are in the range 10 ?5 to 10 ?4 , where X 0 can be a 0 , K 0 s , , 0 , !, K 0 , or meson, and the`+`? pair can be e + e ? , + ? , or e . Although these limits are above the theoretical predictions, most are new or an order of magnitude lower than previous limits. PACS 13.20.Fc, 14.40.Lb Typeset using REVT E X Permanent address: BINP, RU-630090 Novosibirsk, Russia 2 In the Standard Model (SM), avor changing neutral currents (FCNC) are expected to be very rare in charm decays and lepton family number violations (LFNV) are strictly forbidden. The FCNC decays, D 0 !`+`? and D ! X`+`?, can occur at the one loop level in the SM from penguin and box diagrams as shown in Figure 1 , but are highly suppressed by the GIM mechanism 1] and by the small quark masses in the loop. The theoretical estimates for the FCNC branching fractions 2] are of order 10 ?9 for D ! X`+`? and 10 ?19 for D 0 !`+`?, due to the additional helicity suppression.
In addition to these short distance loop diagrams there are contributions from long distance e ects that can be several orders of magnitude larger 2]. There are two categories: 1) photon pole amplitudes and 2) vector meson dominance (VMD). Both involve nonperturbative QCD factors that are di cult to calculate.
The photon pole model (Figure 2a ) is essentially a W-exchange decay with a virtual photon radiating from one of the quark lines. The amplitude behaves di erently depending on whether the nal state meson is a vector (V ) or pseudoscalar (P ). The dilepton mass distribution for D ! V`+`? modes peak at zero (small q 2 ) since the photon prefers to be nearly real. Contrarily, the pole amplitude for D ! P`+`? decays vanishes for small dilepton mass because D ! P is forbidden by angular momentum conservation.
The VMD model (Figure 2b ) proceeds through the decay D ! XV 0 ! X`+`?, where V 0 is an intermediate 0 , !, or vector meson. The V 0 mixes with a virtual photon which then couples to`+`?. The dilepton mass spectrum will have poles at the 0 , !, and masses due to real V 0 mesons decaying into`+`?. There will also be another pole at zero dilepton mass from the photon propagator if X is a vector meson. Observation of FCNC decays at rates that exceed the long distance contributions opens a window into physics beyond the Standard Model; LFNV decays may suggest leptoquarks or heavy neutral leptons with nonnegligible couplings to e and . Measuring the long distance contributions is also intrinsically important since our understanding at the charm sector can then be used to estimate the long distance e ects for b ! s , which can be as large as 20% of the total decay rate 4]. Extracting jV td =V ts j from the ratio B(B ! )=B(B ! K ) is possible only if the short and long distance contributions can be separated.
The data were collected with the CLEO II detector at the Cornell e + e ? storage ring CESR, which operates on and just below the (4S) resonance. The CLEO II detector 5] is a large solenoidal detector with 67 tracking layers and a CsI electromagnetic calorimeter that provides e cient 0 reconstruction. We have used an integrated luminosity of 3.85 fb ?1 , which corresponds to 5 million e + e ? ! c c events.
We have searched for the FCNC and LFNV decays D 0 !`+`? and D 0 ! X`+`?, where X can be a 0 , K 0 s , , 0 , !, K 0 , or meson 6]. The`+`? pair can be either e + e ? or + ? for the FCNC decays, and e for the LFNV decays.
Charged tracks, except for pions from K 0 s decays, are required to be consistent with coming from the primary interaction point. Charged pion and kaon candidates are required to have dE/dx and, when available, time-of-ight information consistent with that of true pions and kaons.
Electrons are identi ed by requiring that the energy deposition in the CsI calorimeter be consistent with the track momentum and the speci c ionization loss (dE/dx) be consistent with that of true electrons. The electron candidate must have a momentum greater than 0.4
GeV/c and satisfy j cos j < 0:81, where is the polar angle with respect to the beam axis. Electrons from photon conversions and 0 Dalitz decays are rejected.
Muon candidates are selected by requiring the charged track to penetrate at least three nuclear interaction lengths of steel, which implicitly places a minimum momentum cut of 0.9 GeV/c. To further reduce the fake rate from pions we also require that the track lie in the region j cos j < 0:7 and that the CsI shower energy for the muon be less than 0.5 GeV. 30% less than that of the phase space model, primarily due to low mass e + e ? pairs that resemble photon conversions. We present upper limits in Table I using both decay model assumptions.
The main sources of systematic error are due to uncertainties in the e ciencies for charged particle tracking (2% per track), 0 and reconstruction (5%), lepton identi cation (6%), K 0 s reconstruction (5%), and Monte Carlo statistics (4{8%). The total systematic errors are in the range 9{12%, depending on the mode. We incorporate these errors into the upper limits by decreasing the e ciency by 1 . The upper limits on the branching fractions for the avor changing neutral current and lepton family number violating decay modes are summarized in Table I. The 90% con dence level limits range from a few 10 ?5 for D 0 !`+`?, 0`+`? , and `+`?, to a few 10 ?4 for the other decay modes. Although these limits are above the theoretical predictions 2], the limits for D 0 ! e + e ? , e , and K 0 e + e ? are an order of magnitude more restrictive than previous limits. In addition, the limits for many other decay modes reported here are the rst published constraints. We gratefully acknowledge the e ort of the CESR sta in providing us with excellent luminosity and running conditions. This work was supported by the National Science Foundation, the U.S. Department of Energy, the Heisenberg Foundation, the Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung, the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada, and the A.P. Sloan Foundation. One of us (D.F.) would like to thank Gustavo Burdman and Sandip Pakvasa for stimulating discussions.
